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A flurry of purpose-built S&T universities

• KAUST (Saudi Arabia, 2009)
• Masdar IST (United Arab Emirates, 2009)
• Okinawa IST (Japan, 2010)
• Nazarbayev University (Khazakstan, 2011)
• Skolkovo Tech (Russia, 2012)
• Shanghai Tech (China, 2013)
• Hamad Bin Khalifa University (Qatar, 2014)
• Yachay Tech (Ecuador, 2014)
Countries “on the way up” in S&T graduate education 
want their own MIT or Caltech “brand”
• with major international partners, ambitious 

research missions, initially strong political support 



Outline of presentation

• KAUST: a 21st century S&T university
• Four pillars
• Four paradigms
• Four strategies

• KAUST: a tenth-year snapshot

• Focus on part of KAUST’s unique DNA: 
Computational Science and Engineering
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multidisciplinarity

big sisters facilities

entrepreneurship



• KAUST is structured to capitalize on neglected 
ground 
• Between traditional disciplines, as much as within

• Science and engineering are administered 
together 
• As equals, not as rivals

• Mission-driven research centers draw expertise 
required from any academic unit, by adding 
independent resources
• Separate structure from academic divisions

• Disciplinary territoriality is reduced
• Disciplines prosper by contributing to missions
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KAUST’s strategy #2: Big Sisters
degree program founding partners

Partner Program

Stanford Computer Sci

Stanford Applied Math & Computational Science

Berkeley Mechanical Eng

Michigan Electrical Eng

Texas Earth Sci & Eng

Illinois Environmental Sci & Eng

Woods Hole Marine Sci & Eng

Imperial College Materials Sci & Eng

Cambridge Biological Sci & Eng
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KAUST’s strategy #2: Big Sisters
research program founding partners





• KAUST aims that regional industrial 
demand will drive much on-campus 
research

• Faculty, post-docs, students are encouraged 
and enabled to be entrepreneurs with
§ short courses
§ industrial partners in residence
§ seed funding
§ expert staffing for IP, fund raising, etc.



Social Network

Community-based 
system facilitating 
academic life

Nedal Murad, Mustafa 
Nabulsi, Mohammad 
Alhareeqi –
Graduate Students

Acadox

Healthcare

Software tool 
customized for 
Alzheimer patients and 
caregivers

Rawad Shiek –
Graduate Student

Touching Care

Marine and Recreational 
Diving

First underwater full 
functionality tool for 
iPad and iPhone devices

Michael Berumen -
Faculty

iDivers

Arts and Entertainment

A photo-real 3D 
immersive environment 
for museums

Steven Cutchin - Staff

Muse Tech

Renewable Energy

Cost effective and 
environmentally friendly 
cleaning devise for 
desert-based solar 
installations

Georg Eitelhuber - Staff

NOMADD

4 of first 5 start-ups (by 2010) were in domain of 
information technology



§ Supercomputing
§ Scientific 

visualization
§ Nanofabrication
§ DNA sequencing
§ Imaging and 

characterization
§ Marine science
§ Green house
§ Mouse house
§ Machine 

fabrication

Nine state-of-the-art core labs







KAUST Supercomputing Laboratory staff

Former director of Korea’s KISTI





KAUST by the numbers (2019)

1,000
Students

440
Post Docs 

310
Research scientists 

150
Faculty

6900
Community 
members  

2200
Workforce

1500
School children 

110
Community

80
Workforce 

Nationalities 

2.0

2.6 6.3

Per faculty:
10.9 researchers

1300 Alumni



Cumulative KAUST impact (2019)



https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/
world-university-rankings/2019
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KAUST attributes
• Curiosity driven, with baseline research funds

• Faculty can plan their research for 5 years, rolling

• Goal oriented, with competitively reviewed funds
• Centers tackle global, generational problems

• Of global DNA
• No national or cultural majority “group think”

• Collaborative
• Across campus, country, and globe

• Multidisciplinary
• Entrepreneurial
• Offering a unified work-live-play environment





Simulation paced by price and capability

Year

Cost per
delivered 
Gigaflop/s

1989 $2,500,000       
1999 $6,900
2009 $8

Year

Gigaflop/s
delivered to
applications

1988 1
1998 1,020
2008 1,350,000

By the Gordon Bell Prize, awarded since 1988, simulation cost per performance has 
improved by nearly a million times in two decades. Performance on real applications 
(e.g., mechanics, materials, petroleum reservoirs, gravitation) has improved more
than a million times.

Gordon Bell 
Prize: Peak 

Performance

Gordon Bell 
Prize: Price 

Performance



A third “thought experiment”:
How to use a commodity, as its price slides downward?

In 2020, at $16/kg: 
eat, as a delicacy

By 2023, at $4/kg:
substitute for other sugars

By 2026, at $1/kg: 
use as a feedstock for  
biopolymers, plastics, etc.

By 2029, at $0.25/kg: 
heat homes

By 2032, at $0.06/kg: 
pave roads J

The cost of computing has been on a curve much better than this for two decades. But CS&E is 
disruptive… long after everyone else, scientists and engineers (very conservative people on the whole) 
are finally planning increasing uses for it…



Whimsical remarks on simulation progress 
measured by Bell Prizes, since 1988

n If similar improvements in speed (106) had been 
realized in the airline industry, a 15-hour flight (e.g., 
JFK-NRT) would require one-twentieth of a second 
today

n If similar improvements in storage (104) had been 
realized in the publishing industry, our office 
bookcases could hold the book portion of the 
collection of the U.S. Library of Congress (~22M 
volumes)

n If similar reductions in cost (>105) had been realized 
in the higher education industry, 2019-2020 tuition, 
room and board at a U.S. university would cost 
about $0.20



The imperative of simulation

In these, and many other areas, simulation is an important 
complement to experiment.
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• Traditional: raise the peak 
capability

• Contemporary: lower the 
simulation entry threshold

• We believe in both: 
• the former targets the 

“exascale” (scientific 
grand challenge)

• the latter is the 
“scientific  cloud” (CS 
grand challenge)

higher capability
for hero users

first frontier

“new” frontier

best practices
for all users



Oil and gas recovery in Ghawar Reservoir



c/o A. Dogru, Aramco (used by permission)

Oil and gas recovery in Ghawar Reservoir



CS

Math

Applications

Enabling 
technologies 
inspire

Many 
applications 

drive

U. Schwingenschloegl

A. Fratalocchi G. Schuster F. Bisetti R. Samtaney

G. Stenchikov

I. Hoteit V. BajicS. Jonsson



Professor Georgiy Stenchikov
Global climate simulation Nobel Prize 

(2007, shared)

The KAUST focus 
within global 
climate modeling is 
the transport of 
aerosols (dust, fine 
sand, molecules) in 
the atmosphere. 
These are carried
by the climate and, 
in turn, affect the 
climate.



Extreme 
Computing

Simulation Data Architecture

Partial Diff 
Eqs

Particle 
Methods

Eigen 
systems

Assimilation 
& Inversion Analytics Software Hardware

Aramco
TOTAL

KACARE

KACST
KAPSARC
KAIMRC

SABIC

Combustion
Climate

Seismic Inv.
Reservoirs

Molecular 
Dynamics

Quantum 
Chemistry

Ocean 
Modeling

Bioinformatics
Statistics

Exascale 
Programming 

Models

Green devices
Biomimetics

Our vision for Extreme Computing at KAUST

IBM
Intel 

NVIDIA



“Ivory tower” 
universities

Entrepreneurial 
universities

The 21st century baton pass

A new game gives adaptable players a new chance

Build the tallest 
silos of science

Translate science
to sustainability



اركش
Thank you!


